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Improving Access to Health Care Among New Zealand’s Maori Population

Lis Ellison-Loschmann, PhD, and Neil Pearce, PhD, DSc

The health status of indigenous peoples worldwide varies according to their unique historical, political, and social circumstances. Disparities in health between Maoris and non-Maoris have been evident for all of the colonial history of New Zealand. Explanations for these differences involve a complex mix of components associated with socioeconomic and lifestyle factors, availability of health care, and discrimination.

Improving access to care is critical to addressing health disparities, and increasing evidence suggests that Maoris and non-Maoris differ in terms of access to primary and secondary health care services. We use 2 approaches to health service development to demonstrate how Maori-led initiatives are seeking to improve access to and quality of health care for Maoris.

THE HEALTH CIRCUMSTANCES of indigenous peoples vary according to the unique historical, political, and social characteristics of their particular environments, as well as their interactions with the nonindigenous populations of the countries in which they reside. An example is the Maoris, the indigenous people of New Zealand. We focused on the health realities of this group, in particular the effects on Maori health of health care services designed according to the values and social processes of non-Maoris.1

Significant differences in life expectancy exist between Maoris and non-Maoris in New Zealand, but the role of health care in creating or maintaining these differences has been recognized and researched only recently. An analysis of Maori health in the context of New Zealand’s colonial history may suggest possible explanations for inequalities in health between Maoris and non-Maoris, highlighting the role of access to health care. Two potential approaches to improving access to and quality of health care for Maoris are (1) development of a system of Maori health care provider services and (2) initiation of cultural safety education.

NEW ZEALAND SETTLEMENT AND THE TREATY OF WAITANGI

The Maoris journeyed to New Zealand via the Pacific approximately 1000 years ago.2 Pool suggested that perhaps only a few hundred Maoris arrived initially, with information on subsequent settlement patterns and population dynamics available through various sources such as oral traditions and archaeological records. The first recorded contact between Maori and Europeans occurred in 1769, at the time of James Cook’s expedition to New Zealand from Britain.3

In 1840 the Treaty of Waitangi, a formal agreement for British settlement and a guarantee of protection of Maori interests, was signed by representatives of the British crown and some of the Maori chiefs. It is estimated that Maoris numbered approximately 80,000 at that time, along with a population of about 2000 settlers. The signing of the Waitangi treaty facilitated a large-scale influx of British migrants, and by 1858 a decline in the Maori population and an increase in the number of settlers saw the 2 groups both numbering approximately 59,000. By 1901, the country’s demographics had drastically altered, with the population of 770,313 settlers outnumbering the Maoris by 16.5:1.3

The settlers’ introduction of firearms and new infectious diseases had a major impact on death rates among the Maoris.4 However, the historical and socioeconomic context in relation to Maori mortality after the colonization of New Zealand, specifically Maoris’ loss of land, was also important.5,6 Kunitz7 noted that death from disease did not occur to the same extent among those indigenous peoples who kept their land (such as in Samoa and Tonga) as among those who did not, because disruption of their economic base, food supplies, and social networks was far less widespread. For Maoris, this disruption not only occurred via land confiscation made possible through acts of law but also extended to legislation in many other areas, including regulation of Maori rights and discrimination against the use of Maori language in schools, all of which have affected the health of Maori people.4

The Treaty of Waitangi is the primary mechanism through which Maoris have sought to have their unique rights as the indigenous people of New Zealand addressed.7 The treaty’s intention was to protect and maintain the well-being of all citizens, and its health implications relating to processes of good government and notions of participation and equity are important.8 Since the 1970s, public awareness of the Treaty of Waitangi has continued to increase, primarily as a result of growing Maori aspirations for self-determination. In particular, it has been argued that the continuing disparities in health between Maoris and non-Maoris represent evidence that Maori health rights are not being protected as guaranteed under the...
treaty and that social, cultural, economic, and political factors cannot be overlooked in terms of their contribution to the health status of this group.9

In recent government health documents, the indigenous status of Maoris has been recognized, and the Treaty of Waitangi has been acknowledged as a fundamental component of the relationship between Maoris and the government.10–12 However, the treaty has never been included in social policy legislation, and there is a clear gap between acceptance of the treaty and translation of its aims into actual health gains for Maoris.13

MAORI HEALTH STATUS

After reaching a low point of approximately 42,000 in 1896, the Maori population began to increase in subsequent years.13 Government-initiated public health services and Maori-controlled health promotion programs, including the appointment of Maori health inspectors to work within Maori communities, contributed to this gradual recovery.3,13,14 Also, decreases in mortality were probably influenced by the introduction of a national health care scheme and social welfare system in 1938, along with improvements in treatment methods. Until the 1930s, the Maori had lived primarily in rural communities, but loss of land—and, hence, employment opportunities—in these areas subsequently led to large-scale urban migration. This situation paralleled changes in New Zealand’s economy, which shifted from an agricultural focus to the production of manufactured goods.3

Maori fertility rates remained elevated both through the period of severe mortality decline and as mortality rates improved, resulting in a population with an age structure that is relatively young. In 2001, 37% of Maoris were younger than 15 years, compared with 23% of New Zealand’s overall population, and 3% were 65 years or older, as opposed to 12% of the country’s overall population.15

Life expectancy has increased among the indigenous populations of New Zealand, Australia, Canada, and the United States over time but has never matched that of the nonindigenous populations of these countries. There has been a consistent increase in life expectancy among Maoris since the 1950s, but recent data indicate a widening gap between Maoris and non-Maoris.16 For example, male non-Maori’s life expectancy at birth was 70.9 years during the period 1980 to 1984, increasing to 75.7 years during 1996 to 1999; life expectancy among women increased from 77.2 to 80.8 years. In contrast, Maori life expectancy at birth increased from only 64.6 to 65.8 years among men and from 69.4 to 71.0 years among women. This, during this period, the gap in life expectancy between Maoris and non-Maoris increased among both men (from 6.3 to 9.9 years) and women (from 7.8 to 9.8 years).16

Pomare used data from 1954 through 1975 to provide a comprehensive overview of Maori health status.17 During the period examined, rates of cause-specific mortality, including deaths from respiratory diseases, infectious diseases, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, cancer, and unintentional injuries, were higher among Maoris than non-Maoris. Mortality rates have since declined for some diseases, but disparities between Maoris and non-Maoris remain.16 For example, during 1996 to 1999, age-standardized cardiovascular disease mortality rates were 264.9 and 78.5 per 100,000 among Maoris and non-Maoris, respectively, and the corresponding respiratory disease mortality rates were 54.5 and 16.7 per 100,000. Also, there is recent evidence of increasing cancer mortality rates among Maoris; age-standardized rates (per 100,000) were 189.7 in 1980 to 1984 and 215.2 in 1996 to 1999, as compared with rates of 119.4 and 104.4, respectively, among non-Maoris.16

Similarly, although overall hospital discharge rates among both Maoris and non-Maoris increased in all age groups between 1970 and 1992, Maori rates continue to be 1.4 to 2.5 times higher than non-Maori rates.8,18 In 1997, compared with non-Maori rates, Maori hospitalization rates were 40% higher for both infectious diseases and respiratory disorders and more than 100% higher for endocrine disorders.18

EXPLANATIONS FOR HEALTH DISPARITIES

A number of different explanations have been suggested for the inequalities in health between Maoris and non-Maoris. One common suggestion is that these differences are due to genetic factors.19 However, about 85% of genetic variation occurs randomly and is not related to race or ethnicity. The striking time trends in Maori mortality and morbidity during the 20th century demonstrate that environmental factors played the major role.20 Thus, although genetic factors may contribute to differences in health status between Maoris and non-Maoris in the case of certain specific conditions, they do not play a major role in population and public health terms.

Nongenetic explanations for differences in health between Maoris and non-Maoris can be grouped into 4 major areas focusing on socioeconomic factors, lifestyle factors, access to health care, and discrimination. These explanations are not mutually exclusive, but it is useful to consider them separately while bearing in mind that they are inextricably linked.

Socioeconomic Factors

The first studies to assess the role of socioeconomic factors and health status differences between Maoris and non-Maoris investigated mortality in men aged 15 to 64 years.21–23 The most recent of these analyses showed that Maori men were more than twice as likely as non-Maori men to die prematurely; also, mortality rates among Maori men were significantly higher in each socioeconomic class grouping, and mortality differences among these men were greater within their
own ethnic social class groups as well.23

In addition, a number of studies have demonstrated increasing mortality and morbidity with increasing deprivation.24–26 As an example, the New Zealand Deprivation Index enables area-level assessments of socioeconomic deprivation through the use of census data. Area meshblocks (which contain an average of 90 people) are ranked by means of a decile score of 1 to 10; the higher the score, the more deprived the neighborhood.27 Analyses using this index have shown that, for deciles 1 to 7, differences in life expectancy at birth between Maoris and non-Maoris are 5.8 years for men and 5.3 years for women; for the most deprived deciles (8–10), the differences are 8.2 years and 10.1 years, respectively. More than half of the Maori population (56%) lives in areas ranked in deciles 8 to 10.27

However, lower Maori health status is only partially explained by relative socioeconomic disadvantage; Maori mortality rates have been shown to be persistently high even after control for social class.25 For example, using data from 1974 to 1978, Smith and Pearce28 found that approximately 20% of the difference between Maori and non-Maori male mortality rates was attributable to differences in socioeconomic status, whereas 15% was linked to cigarette smoking; 10%, to alcohol consumption; 5%, to obesity; and 17%, to accidents. In addition, about 35% of excess Maori deaths were due to diseases for which effective health care was available.

**Lifestyle Factors**

It can be argued that lifestyle factors, such as smoking, represent one of the mechanisms by which socioeconomic factors affect health status.29 However, they are interpreted, it is important to consider the extent to which differing lifestyles may account for differences in health status between Maoris and non-Maoris. Recent national surveys have shown that Maoris smoke tobacco at a higher rate than non-Maoris (53% vs 20%),30 that 47% of Maori men and 39% of Maori women (vs 17% and 21% in non-Maori men and non-Maori women, respectively) are obese, and that 46% of Maori men and 50% of Maori women have hypertension, as compared with 43% and 38% of non-Maori men and women, respectively.31

**Access to Health Care**

As noted earlier, a significant proportion of the excess mortality among Maoris stems from diseases for which effective health care is available, suggesting differences in access to health care.8,21,28 In this context, access has been described in terms of both “access to” and “access through” health care, the latter concept taking into account the quality of the service being provided.32 Health care need and health care quality have been developed into a framework for measuring disparities in access to care in the United States, a framework that includes broader environmental and societal factors (e.g., racism) that may affect access.32

There is increasing evidence that Maoris and non-Maoris differ in terms of access to both primary and secondary health care services.33,34 that Maoris are less likely to be referred for surgical care and specialist services, and that, given the disparities in mortality, they receive lower than expected levels of quality hospital care than non-Maoris.35,36 One survey showed that 38% of Maori adults reported problems in obtaining necessary care in their local area, as compared with 16% of non-Maoris. Maoris were almost twice as likely as non-Maoris (34% vs 18%) to have gone without health care in the past year because of the cost of such care.37 This adds to previous evidence that cost is a significant barrier to Maoris’ access to health services.18,33,38

**Discrimination**

The role of discrimination and racism in harming health is not new but has received increasing attention over the past 20 years.39–41 The Maori Asthma Review38 reported that conscious or unconscious attitudes of health workers contribute to a reluctance by Maoris to seek medical care for their asthma until it is absolutely necessary. Another study reported barriers to accessing diabetes care among Maoris, including unsatisfactory previous encounters with professionals and experiences of disempowerment.42 Doctors have been shown to be less likely to advocate for preventive measures for Maori patients than for non-Maori patients,43 and Maoris may be less likely than non-Maoris to be referred for surgical care.44

**A CHANGING HEALTH ENVIRONMENT**

New Zealand’s national health care system was established in the 1930s with the intention of providing free medical care delivered by salaried medical practitioners. However, the system was subsequently modified to a government-paid fee-for-service subsidy with secondary care under state control and funding and primary care largely state funded but controlled by individual doctors.44 This configuration remained unchanged until the 1980s, when radical public sector restructuring resulted in extensive changes to the social services system based on a competitive market model.45

In 1991, a series of major health service reforms were initiated, including 2 particularly important changes concerning the way in which public hospital and population health services were organized and delivered and a new funding scheme for the provision of primary health care that enabled health practitioners to work together to provide contracted primary care services.46 It was within this context that a pair of Maori-led initiatives concerned primarily with improving access to services among Maoris were undertaken: (1) the establishment of Maori health care provider services and (2) the development of cultural safety education.
Maori Health Care Providers

At the beginning of the 20th century, Maori leadership played a key role in advancing health promotion and disease control activities within Maori communities. This approach was to be important throughout the century, and there are many examples of both national and local Maori-led initiatives committed to advancing Maori health. These initiatives occurred outside of the mainstream services being provided at the time, which made them vulnerable to changes in government and funding availability. An opportunity for the focused development of Maori provider services emerged with the introduction of the 1991 health reforms. However, this restructuring of health and social services also led to a widening gap in inequality, as evident in such key determinants of health as income, education, employment, and housing. Moreover, the reforms had direct effects on the health of Maoris, particularly that of children.

What are the differences between health services provided by Maoris and those provided by non-Maoris? Crengle identified use of Maori models of health and promotion of positive Maori development as 2 key philosophies underpinning Maori primary health care services. Maori cultural processes used as a basis for developing and delivering contemporary health services that support self-sufficiency and Maori control are crucial to the success of these provider organizations. Maori provider services have specifically identified access issues as a key factor and have used a range of strategies to address these issues, including extensive mobile services and outreach clinics (alongside a health center service base), free or low-cost health care, employment of primarily Maori staff who are more likely to have access to Maori consumers in their communities, and active inclusion of the community in the planning and delivery of services.

The number of Maori health providers increased from 13 in 1993 to 240 in 2004. However, these providers continue to face a number of difficulties. For example, a lack of good primary health data, such as ethnicity data, has limited the potential of many Maori health providers, and a small Maori health workforce has been quickly absorbed into the growing number of Maori provider organizations. Also, the short contract time frames in place require extensive renegotiations each year. In addition, because Maori providers work primarily with families at high levels of need in terms of health services, increased costs are inevitable if health gains are to be achieved, and funders must take this situation into account.

Similar policy initiatives have recently been adopted in Canada and Australia to improve the health of indigenous peoples; however, the contractual environments in these countries lean toward single multiyear funding contracts for comprehensive primary health care, and there is early evidence that such systems are more efficient for providers and promote better outcomes among consumers.

It is too soon to assess the effects that the Maori provider organizations are having on the health status of Maoris, and these organizations should be viewed as representing one of a package of necessary long-term measures. Although the evidence that such strategies are effective is not yet available, there is certainly evidence that the reverse is true; that is, health service provision with little Maori participation results in poor Maori outcomes.

Cultural Safety Education

In parallel with the development of a system of Maori service providers, there have been initiatives to improve Maoris’ access to “mainstream” services. One such initiative, cultural safety, is an educational framework designed to assess power relationships between health professionals and those they serve.

The initiative has been taught in New Zealand nursing and midwifery programs since 1992, and it is a requirement for nursing and midwifery registration examinations. In 1995, the International Council of Nurses adopted a resolution to develop guidelines for the implementation of cultural safety in nursing education and practice in all 118 of the council’s member countries.

The cultural safety initiative includes teaching of the history of New Zealand within its curricula and provides comprehensive information on the Treaty of Waitangi and the effects of colonization on the present-day health status of Maoris. Also, it attempts to identify conscious or unconscious cultural and social attitudes that affect student nurses or midwives in their provision of nursing care and to transform those attitudes, thus enabling students to see their effects through a framework of practice-related reflection and action. Therefore, it is important that cultural safety be taught by nurses and midwives who can relate their teaching directly to practice situations. In cultural safety education, “culture” is defined in its broadest sense, that is, in reference to any group or person who may differ from the nurse or midwife as a result of gender, sexual orientation, social or economic position, disability, age, religious beliefs, or ethnic group. To illustrate:

An example of culturally safe practice may be seen in the action of a self-aware nurse who recognizes homophobia in [his or her] own personality and chooses not to work in the area of HIV/AIDS where chances of encountering homosexual people are higher than in some other areas of nursing employment. The nurse acknowledges that the effect of his or her homophobia on the recipient of care may be unsafe and detrimental to care and that it would take a great deal longer to establish trust in this context. This example could be applied to a wide range of situations.

The cultural safety initiative does not advocate a cultural immersion approach or the learning of customs of ethno-specific groups, in that this would promote a stereotypical view of culture over time. In the New Zealand context, teaching nurses and midwives to be experts in
Maori culture leads to further disempowerment of Maoris, given that there are significant numbers of Maoris who have been deprived of knowledge of their own identity and traditions. Along with understanding and confronting issues of power and marginalization, a critical component of cultural safety education is recognizing the role of wider societal processes in maintaining health disparities between Maoris and non-Maoris through discrimination and racism. This information was not seen to be relevant to nursing and midwifery practice, and the introduction of cultural safety education was controversial. In the initiative’s early years, inaccurate media reports concerning the content and teaching of the curricula influenced the public’s perceptions of and reactions to the program. This resulted in a political response in 1995, with the Nursing Council of New Zealand being required to review cultural safety education and report back to a parliamentary select committee.

Cultural safety education is currently included in assessments of registered nurses and midwives within some regions of New Zealand as part of their clinical career development, and there has been support for it to become a core component of the training of all health professionals. The extent to which the initiative is making a difference in terms of the quality of health care provided in New Zealand remains to be fully assessed and will ultimately be judged by those who are the recipients of health services.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Disparities in health between Maoris and non-Maoris have been evident for all of the colonial history of New Zealand. Although there have been significant improvements in the past 140 years, recent evidence indicates that the overall gap in life expectancy between these groups is widening rather than narrowing. Explanations for these differences involve a complex mix of factors associated with socioeconomic and lifestyle characteristics, discrimination, and access to health care.

Maori-led programs designed to improve health care access are taking a 2-fold approach that supports both the development of Maori provider services and the enhancement of mainstream services through provision of culturally safe care. The driving force behind the new initiatives described here has been the evidence of the poor health status of the indigenous people of New Zealand and their clear demand for improved health services. Maori provider organizations and cultural safety education are examples of initiatives that have emerged not in isolation but, rather, within a context of macro-level government policies that have been shown to either promote or greatly hinder the health status of indigenous peoples.
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